Congratulations on your decision to get MySeeds Chia!
Thank you for choosing MySeeds Chia! With these great seeds and this special cook book, you'll be on your way
to eating healthier, smarter and easier every day! Each recipe in this book was specially created and tested by
the MySeeds Chia Test Kitchen.
First, to taste greatIf it isn't tasty, it isn't in this book. You acquired Chia because you're tired of bland 'diet' items and chemicalfilled over-processed foods. Food should be something delicious that everyone can look forward to, especially
when it's healthy too.
Second, to be healthierYou might recognize the basis for some of these foods, but each recipe has been re-designed to cut the fat and
add more nutrition without losing what you love. With chia gel, each time you see 'butter' or oil, you'll know it
has HALF the original amount, or less.
Then chia does the rest!
By eating it in all of these recipes you can stay full longer and add more nutrition than you get out of the regular
ingredients. So not only does it help you feel full, cut the fat, and add important vitamins and minerals, its
unique gelling property and flavor distribution also helps the food taste better.
What's old is FUN again?
Many of these recipes are based on old, personal recipe cards or old cook books, sometimes dating back into the
1940s. These recipes often had a few things in common: great taste, good value, lack of artificial
ingredients…and butter. Through repeated testing and modification we found that each recipe could be made
healthier with MySeeds, and in many cases, much easier than the original. Every recipe in this book has been
styled for easy, modern and healthier cooking.
We know that it's not enough to simply 'have something in the house'.

You have to USE it to get the benefit. YOU chose our seeds, YOU should get the maximum value & enjoyment
from them. This book of delicious recipes is here to help make sure that chia seeds are something you can look
forward to eating every day. We made every effort to maximize variety and versatility in our recipe selection.
You'll not only have something new and tasty to try, but often, several ways to use it as well.
Thank you for your purchase of MySeeds Chia, and please enjoy this cook book on behalf of the MySeeds Chia
Test Kitchen!

All contents and photos copyright 2009 MySeeds & Design Action.
This book is an exclusive of MySeeds Chia, and may not be sold or re-distributed on any other website or in hard copy form.
This book is only available upon any purchase of MySeeds Chia. through the website www.mychiaseeds.com

This is YOUR bonus chia cook book!
This bonus book is packed with even more recipes & more variety than the introduction cook booklet. The
recipes here can be a little more involved, but they are still crafted with a modern busy person in mind. This
book has more of what you want all around: dinners, breakfast variety, super smoothies & healthy popsicles,
plus loads of tasty, colorful side dishes. Among the recipes you’ll find goals like:









Using chia gel to replace half the butter or oil in a baked recipe: The food will look, taste and bake the
same as the original, but will have half the fat.
Using chia to get more fiber in your diet: Chia has 2 kinds of fiber, soluble & insoluble. The soluble fiber
is what forms “chia gel” on the outside of the seed shell when you expose it to water. The insoluble fiber
is what you see as the seed shell itself. Each type of fiber is beneficial to your digestive health. Too many
foods today are over-processed and don’t have enough fiber. When you add chia to almost any food you
already like to eat, you can easily raise your fiber intake goals.
Using dry chia to make foods more filling: Sprinkling chia onto foods you already like to eat is a great
way to feel full longer
Using chia as a flavor extender: Since chia gel doesn’t change or absorb flavors, you can add gel to
sauces or dressings to use less, but get the same amount of taste
Using chia as a flavor blender: When you add chia to items like sauces, chutneys, dressings, and dips,
you’ll find that the chia will help make the taste from the seasonings blend together better, and appear
more even throughout the food
Using chia to improve texture: When you use dry chia seeds, they can absorb moisture in foods. This can
make for a more solid burger-patty, a thicker sauce, or better chunky fruit-based dressings

Chia doesn’t really have a flavor
This means it’s almost impossible to hate it, but, it can get boring if you don’t know what to do with it. We want
you to be able to thoroughly enjoy your seeds. It’s important to have a great variety of fun, colorful, and
healthier recipes to use chia in, so you always have a great incentive to get healthier with MySeeds Chia.
Chia is a great way to add extra fiber and nutrition to almost anything you already like to eat. With two kinds of
fiber (soluble & insoluble), more calcium by weight than milk and 23% complete protein by weight, you can
“power up” so many different foods with chia.

The focus here is “variety”
There are vegetarian recipes, recipes with meat, and some are gluten free while others aren’t. Chia works in all
types of recipes. Hopefully, there’s something here for everyone. If a recipe doesn’t fit into your lifestyle, you
can do substitutions, or just skip over it. For example, some people are “sugar free” but the desserts here are
“Real Desserts”, you’ll find regular sugar in some of them. Why? Because sometimes people want ‘a traditional
treat’, and chia can help fill that role.

Introduction to Chia Seeds
Just how healthy are chia seeds for you?
There are WAY too many fascinating facts about chia to pack into one little page of a book. There are a myriad of
ways that chia can enhance your health. You can read about all of them at
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/Articles/MySeedsArticleHub.html
It includes articles about using chia for weight loss, preventing diverticulosis, chia for cholesterol, vegetarian
protein, helping picky kids get proper nutrition, and so much more.

Chia Gel:
You’ll find “chia gel” as an ingredient in lots of the recipes in this book. It’s important to know how to make it so
you can start enjoying these recipes right away. It’s so easy! All you need is the ratio: ” 9 to 1”
That’s 1 part chia seeds to 9 parts filtered water*
So, for example if you use 1 tablespoon of dry MySeeds Chia you can use 9 tablespoons of filtered water in a reseal-able container to make chia gel. Just add the seeds and the water, stir or shake to break up clumps and wait
about 10 to 15 minutes. Now you have scoop-able, useful chia gel. This will keep in the fridge in a covered
container for about a week (if you don’t use it all up first)
*You should use filtered water because chia gel can magnify flavors. If you use tap water, it can magnify any
unsavory flavors. Chia gel, by itself, when made with water, should taste like nothing at all.
Want to see a demo of chia gel being made?
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/Videos/ChiaInstructionVideos.html
The seeds don’t dissolve. The soluble fiber on the outside of the seed shell (normally, you can’t see this at all)
holds onto the water and forms a bead of gel close to the seed shell. It’s this gel that feeds the helpful probiotic
bacteria in your digestive system, and helps hydrate your digestive process. The action of soluble & insoluble
fiber also slows down the conversion of carbohydrates into sugars which helps balance blood sugar.

Quick Tips
Smoothie TipIf you're looking to stay full longer, or replace a meal, a smoothie can be an ideal solution. However, keep in
mind that smoothies have calories too, along with all of their other health benefits. They're fine as
replacements, but remember that they have the same calories as the original fruits you used. A blender is not a
calorie eliminator.
Plate TipDid you know that if you use smaller plates you are likely to serve less food AND eat less food? Consider
switching to smaller dinner plates or bowls if you want to lower your calories more easily.
Dinner Time TipIt takes about 15 minutes for your body to "realize" when it is full. To maximize your meals try to eat slowly and
only decide whether or not to have dessert 15 minutes after you eat dinner.
Chia Baking TipFor nearly every baked recipe in this book, you'll find chia gel replacing half (or more) of the butter, or vegetable
oil. It's important to add the chia gel when the batter (or dough) is very moist. This starts it distributing the
flavors, and prevents clumping.
Chia Baking tip 2You may notice apple sauce being used in recipes where "apple" isn't an appropriate flavor. Don't worry! You
won't taste apple flavor in the final recipe, it is often added to substitute for refined sugar. This way the food
tastes rich and moist, but has less sugar and fat!
Artificial Sweetener TipDid you know that some chemical sweeteners (aspartame, sucralose, etc) can actually have the side effect of
making certain people feel hungrier every time they consume artificially sweetened foods or beverages? It
doesn’t affect everybody, but if you’re trying to lose weight ADDING hunger is a bad idea.
Now that stevia, the sweetener made from the stevia leaf plant is commonly available & popular, you’ll find it in
several recipes. Satisfying a sweet tooth safely can cut down cravings & keeps you from feeling deprived. Look
for our sweet-tasting but no-sugar-added popsicles!
Hydration Tip –
Hydration is key to feeling great whether you’re in the office or outdoors being active. The digestive system,
brain, & so many bodily operations depend on water. Chia helps your digestive process stay well hydrated.

Hungry for more recipes?
We’ve got them! If, after using this book and seeing just how great chia is in these fun recipes, you might like to
try even more…we’ve got some great solutions for you!

Like hard-cover cook books for your shelf?
Try “The Chia Seed Cook Book”. This full color, hard cover, 224 page cook book is
packed with even more great recipes to try.
You can learn more about this book & see photos at:
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/CookBook/TheChiaSeedCookBook.html

Want more chia seed information & explanations?
Try “Chia Seed Remedies” the soft cover book with tons of fascinating facts, health
benefits & 25 MORE recipes. This book has 200 pages of solid chia seed tips, health
remedies & interesting quotes from doctors and studies.
Get a look inside this book & see photos of some of the recipes here:
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/CookBook/ChiaSeedRemediesBook.html

Did you enjoy the popsicles?
These pops were SO popular that we made a whole Amazon Kindle book of them!
Everyone loves a sweet fruity treat, or some tasty chocolate & vanilla once in a
while. Satisfy your sweet tooth with healthier popsicles using real fresh fruits, chia
seeds & cool exotic combinations. Each pop has a beautiful full color photo &
instructions on how you can achieve the colorful & easy patterns shown. It’s so
much fun for kids OR grownup-kids.
You can learn more about this book at:
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/CookBook/PopsicleBookChia.html

